The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding minute marker from the audio:

1. May Allah reward you with goodness. I am young and my father won’t let me marry a woman in hijab. Should I seek my rizq and get my home or should I marry a muslimah without proper hijab? [00:00:52]

2. How would you advise a sister who is reluctant to get married because she fears that the man will be negligent in implementing the Din or he would be oppressive, as we see this happening where some brothers appear to be upright but only after marriage is his reality is seen. [00:32:00]

3. A sister has been married for 15-16 years and has kids. Her father married her against her will and ever since she has been trying very hard to please her husband and lead a peaceful married life. But it has been difficult beyond words and the sister has suffered and so have her Islamic practices. She feels that she was opposed by her father and now by her husband and she does not have the energy or strength to fight towards a divorce. What is the easiest way out for her? She cannot go back to her father’s house because he is involved in harām, drinking alcohol, music and singing and more, and she does not want her Din to be affected. Can she ask
for a divorce and go to a women's shelter? Will it be Islāmically legal to live in a shelter for her? She is educated but has lost all her confidence to apply for any job because of this marriage. [00:57:59]